
Certified  
for Success.
Success is measured by  
the impact you make.



Elevate risk  
assurance.  
Arrive ahead.
If you’re already a Certified Internal Auditor® (CIA®),  

take that next step and get your Certification in Risk  

Management Assurance®. CRMA® links all the critical,  

individual elements together for that big-picture,  

holistic view of organizational risk.

www.theiia.org/CRMA
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Earn the  
Certification in
Risk Management  
Assurance.
A REINFORCED FOUNDATION

To keep pace with the dynamic global risk arena,  

The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) relaunched  

its Certification in Risk Management Assurance®  

(CRMA®) program in October 2021 to reflect the  

in-depth organizational knowledge and advanced  

skill sets that are required to provide effective risk  

management assurance.

A bird’s-eye view.
As a core responsibility,  The IIA is focused on providing internal 

audit practitioners with opportunities to gain, strengthen, and 

showcase their risk management assurance capabilities.

To accomplish this, key changes were made to the CRMA  

exam, which included:

• Making all questions proficient level.

• Incorporating a greater variety of question formats.

• Extending seat time.

Additionally, changes were made to the overall program,  

including expanding the prerequisites (an active CIA is now  

required), as well as making the essential work experience  

more robust.

The collective effect of these changes will help to remove  

ambiguity between the CIA and CRMA designations and  

empower practitioners to showcase their advanced risk  

management assurance acumen.
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Take your career  
to new heights.
Earning the Certification in Risk Management Assurance® 

(CRMA®)  broadens your holistic view of the organization’s  

strategies and business objectives. It also proves you are  

an experienced, credible professional and showcases your  

ability to enhance governance, risk management, and  

control processes.
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Focus on the top.
As the only risk management assurance certification for  

internal auditors, the Certification in Risk Management  

Assurance® (CRMA®) focuses on the key elements to  

unlocking internal audit’s full potential, and validates  

one’s ability to provide advice and assurance on risk  

management to audit committees and executive  

management.

Earning the CRMA helps address the impact of risk and  

demonstrates you have the ability to:

•  Provide assurance on core business processes in risk  
    management and governance.

•  Educate management and the audit committee on risk  
    and risk concepts.

 •  Offer quality assurance and control self-assessment.

•  Focus on strategic organizational risks.

•  Add value for your organization as a trusted advisor.
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Quote Worthy

“Having my CRMA not only proves that I am an experi-

enced and credible professional with a holistic view of 

the organization’s strategies and business objectives, 

but also showcases my ability to enhance governance, 

risk management, and control processes.”

To learn more, visit www.theiia.org/CRMA.
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Elevate risk assurance. 
Arrive ahead.

GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

1035 GREENWOOD BLVD., STE. 401  •  LAKE MARY, FL 32746 USA •  T: +1-407-937-1111  •  F: +1-407-937-1101  •  www.theiia.org/CRMA


